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Abstract

This Statement presents a proposal for harmonising the establishment of Health-Based Guidance Values (HBGVs) for regulated products that are also nutrients. This is a recurrent issue for food additives and pesticides, and may occasionally occur for other regulated products. The Statement describes the specific considerations that should be followed for establishing the HBGVs during the assessment of a regulated product that is also a nutrient. It also addresses the elements to be considered in the intake assessment; and proposes a decision tree for ensuring a harmonised process for the risk characterisation of regulated products which are also nutrients. The Scientific Committee recommends the involvement of the relevant Panels and units, in order to ensure an integrated and harmonised approach for the hazard and risk characterisation of regulated products that are also nutrients, considering the intake from all relevant sources.
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1. Introduction

A Health-Based Guidance Value (HBGV) is a science-based recommendation for the maximum (oral) exposure to a substance that is not expected to result in an appreciable health risk, taking into account current safety data, uncertainties in these data, and the likely duration of consumption.

A nutrient is an element or compound needed for the normal growth, development and health maintenance of the organism. This includes vitamins, minerals and macronutrients. In this statement, the term intake will be used to designate the dietary exposure to a nutrient.

Under the General Food Law (Regulation (EC) No. 178/2002)\(^1\), the European Commission can ask EFSA to advise about HBGVs for nutrients through generic mandates, to support its legislative work in this field of nutrition (e.g. regarding the addition of vitamins and minerals to foods). These mandates are

EFSA is also responsible for the evaluation of regulated products in food and feed that require a scientific risk assessment before their authorisation on the EU market. For food additives and pesticides, the relevant Panels and units regularly establish HBGVs, e.g. Acceptable Daily Intakes (ADI) (see definition in Box 1), as part of these assessments. For food additives and pesticides that are also nutrients, this can lead to a complex situation in which two assessments requiring the establishment of HBGVs for the same substance (i.e. a nutrient) are carried out under different regulatory frameworks, using similar but not identical scientific methodological approaches. Examples include the assessment of phosphates (EFSA FAF Panel, 2019a) and chlorides (EFSA FAF Panel, 2019b) as food additives, and copper used as a pesticide (EFSA, 2018).

This Statement is meant to provide recommendations to address this particular situation in future EFSA assessments, with the view to ensure that there is an internal consistency when establishing HBGVs for regulated products (particularly for food additives and pesticides) that are also nutrients. It should be noted that for other regulated products (e.g. feed additives and novel foods) the risk assessment is generally based on existing HBGVs.

**Box 1. Definitions of ADI and UL**

**Acceptable Daily Intake:** “an estimate of the amount of a substance in food or drinking water that can be consumed daily over a lifetime without presenting an appreciable risk to health. It is usually expressed as milligrams of the substance per kilogram of body weight and day and applies to chemical substances such as food additives, pesticide residues and veterinary drugs” (EFSA Glossary).

**Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL):** “the maximum level of total chronic daily intake of a nutrient (from all sources) judged to be unlikely to pose a risk of adverse health effects to humans” (SCF, 2000). It is usually expressed as milligrams or micrograms of the nutrient per day for defined population groups (e.g., infant, children, adolescents, adults, pregnant women, lactating women).

The ADI and the UL are similar concepts. The concept of UL was introduced in the 1990s with the recognition that, like other chemicals, nutrients can produce adverse health effects at excessive intakes. In developing the methodology to establish ULs, it was recognized that the general principles of the risk assessment model developed for chemicals could be applied (SCF, 2000; WHO/IPCS, 2002; Renwick et al., 2004; WHO/FAO, 2006; Aggett, 2007). A fundamental difference though lies in the fact that nutrients are essential for human health within a certain range of intakes, i.e. intakes below the lower end of this range are associated with risk of nutrient deficiency. Another distinctive feature is that, for risk management purposes, ADIs are conventionally expressed relative to body weight (e.g. mg/kg bw per day) and apply for the general population, while ULs are expressed in absolute amounts (e.g. mg/day) for defined life-stage groups. Additional details are provided in Annex A.

---

1 Before the establishment of EFSA in 2002, EU risk managers had commissioned this task to the Scientific Committee on Food (SCF). In 2006, EFSA published a report gathering the scientific opinions of the SCF and the NDA Panel on the ULs for vitamins and minerals. Since then, EFSA continues to receive requests from the European Commission to update ULs for specific nutrients.

2 Regulated products include substances used in feed and food (such as additives, enzymes, flavourings, nutrient sources), novel foods, infant formulae, food contact materials, pesticides, genetically modified organisms (GMOs). They are submitted to EFSA under a sectoral legislation and/or under the general food law (Regulation (EC) No 178/2002). An overview of all regulatory framework of regulated products evaluated by EFSA is available here: [http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/applications](http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/applications)

1.1. Background and Terms of Reference as provided by EFSA

In November 2018, the FAF Panel consulted the Scientific Committee (SC) on the method to be used for setting HBGVs in the re-evaluation of phosphoric acid, phosphates and polyphosphates as food additives. There are similar issues with other additives that are also nutrients, such as chlorides, but also with other regulated products, such as copper used as active substance in plant protection products.

The SC advised the FAF Panel to consider the total intake of phosphorus (including the intake from the diet) in the risk assessment. Having reviewed all the available scientific evidence from human and animal studies, the Panel identified a reference point for deriving an ADI from animal studies. In this specific case, however, with phosphorus being also a nutrient, the approach of the former Scientific Committee on Food (SCF) to derive a Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) could also be applied. The issue led to discussions within and between the Panels and units, and is just one of the several examples of similar situations still unresolved regarding the scientific methodology to be applied for additional exposure to nutrients through regulated products.

It is important to consider also the implications regarding the advice to risk managers, for their decision-making on each regulated use, as well as for enforcement.

This is a recurrent issue, which has produced divergencies between different EFSA assessments, the most recent one being on copper\(^5\). The FAF and NDA Panels supported by the respective units have suggested a clarification on the methodology to be used, and the approach for presenting the results in a way which is scientifically sound and fit for risk manager’s needs through a Statement from the Scientific Committee.

**Terms of Reference**

The SC is requested to provide scientific advice to EFSA Panels and units, taking into account risk manager’s needs, in line with the following terms of reference.

1. To review the background document produced by EFSA, describing current approaches for setting HBGV such as ADI and UL, and to define the general approach on how to estimate the risk to consumers regarding the exposure to additives and other substances in regulated products which are also nutrients.

2. To advise on the terms and definitions that should be used by EFSA in the hazard and risk characterisation in this type of assessments.

3. When setting this general approach, the SC should also consider how to present to risk managers information relevant for their decision making, covering the overall risk for consumers from all exposure sources, as well as the specific contribution to consumer’s risk and health concerns from the exposure related to the regulated product, e.g. using the “total” and “added” risk concepts.

4. Where possible, to provide some recommendations for using and combining experimental animal studies and human nutrition information when setting HBGV for regulated substances that are also nutrients, accounting for the differences in background exposure.

---

\(^5\) The HBGV for copper is currently under revision by the Scientific Committee, the mandate EFSA-Q-2020-00399 is available in the Registry of Questions [http://registerofquestions.efsa.europa.eu/roqFrontend/wicket/page?3](http://registerofquestions.efsa.europa.eu/roqFrontend/wicket/page?3).
levels between humans and experimental animals, as well as inter-species differences in
the physiological roles and homeostatic regulations between species and between nutrients.

The Scientific Committee is requested to consider also international approaches, including feedback
obtained through ILMERAC.

2. Data and Methodologies

This Statement is based on the guidance documents and current practices from the different EFSA
Panels and units, complemented with the assessment of approaches used by other organisations, for
establishing HBGVs for nutrients and regulated products (focusing on food additives and pesticide
residues). EFSA staff compiled information from previous assessments of nutrients as regulated
products. A draft report was presented to the WG and the Scientific Committee for comments and the
revised version is included as Annex A.

The EFSA international network ILMERAC (International Liaison Group for Methods of Risk Assessment
for Chemicals in Food) was sent a dedicated communication in order to identify recent or on-going
activities in this area and opportunities for collaboration, but no similar activities were identified.
Following the endorsement by the Scientific Committee, a draft Statement is published for comments.

3 Assessment

3.1 Problem formulation and target population

The problem formulation is the first phase of a risk assessment. It includes: (a) the clarification and
acceptance of the mandate that takes place in dialogue with the requestor; and (b) the translation of
each mandate’s terms of reference into one or more scientifically answerable assessment questions, to
inform the definition of the related conceptual model and the selection of the overall approach for the
assessment (EFSA, 2020).

Risk management options differ depending on whether the substance of interest is naturally present in
foods, intentionally added (e.g. food additives), an unavoidable consequence of the intended use (e.g.
residues of pesticides), or a contaminant. Risk managers frame the mandate to EFSA according to the
regulatory actions, e.g. decision on product authorisation, management measures that must be taken.

For regulated products, the scope of the risk assessment is usually defined by the sectoral legislation
and data requirements may differ across sectors (see Annex A).

The target population for the risk assessments of food additives, pesticides, and nutrients in the context
of generic mandates, is the general population. The general population encompasses all age groups
(i.e. infants, children and adolescents, adults, the elderly, pregnant and lactating women). The risk
assessment process takes into account that some individuals may be more biologically sensitive than
others. The HBGVs are usually based on protecting the most sensitive members of the general
population, including young children, pregnant women, and elderly people. HBGVs for chemicals have
traditionally not been considered applicable for infants below 16 weeks of age, and specific
considerations are needed for determining whether an HBGV established for the general population is
applicable for infants below 16 weeks of age (EFSA SC, 2017).
For some substances, however, there may be population subgroups who have distinct sensitivities that do not fall within the range of sensitivities expected for the general population, because of e.g. specific genetic background, conditions or diseases. HBGV do not apply to these ‘susceptible groups’, which are usually under medical supervision. Considerations of susceptible groups of the general population under the respective frameworks are described below and summarised in Table 1.

For **food additives**, some susceptible subgroups of the general population may be identified and flagged as part of the risk characterisation so that risk managers can take specific measures for those groups, as appropriate. For instance, in relation to phosphate-containing additives, the FAF Panel indicated that the ADI proposed was considered protective for healthy adults, but was not applicable to individuals with moderate to severe reduction in renal function (EFSA FAF Panel, 2019a).

Regarding ULs for **nutrients**, the guidelines of the SCF state that “the derivation of ULs for the normal healthy population, divided into various life-stage groups, accounts for normally expected variability in sensitivity, but it excludes sub-populations with extreme and distinct vulnerabilities due to genetic predisposition or other considerations (including these would result in ULs which are significantly lower than are needed to protect most people against adverse effects of high intakes)” (SCF, 2000). The guidelines indicate that “the extent to which a sub-population becomes significant enough to be assumed to be representative of a general population is an area of judgement and of risk management and will be considered for individual nutrients”. Also, individuals receiving the nutrient under medical supervision are excluded (SCF, 2000).

**Table 1. Target populations considered in deriving HBGVs and approaches regarding susceptible groups - by sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target population of the assessment</th>
<th>Consideration of susceptible groups</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food additives</strong></td>
<td>General population(a)</td>
<td>Covered by the HBGV case by case. Groups excluded are flagged in the risk characterisation for risk managers to take specific measures where appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infants below 16 weeks of age are included in the assessment when the food additive(s) is/are authorised in food categories concerning this age group (e.g. infant formula, food for special medical purposes) (b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pesticides</strong></td>
<td>General population(a)</td>
<td>The HBGV should protect the whole population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific assessments for infants below 16 weeks of age address the presence of pesticide residues in food categories such as infant formula or baby food (b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nutrients</strong></td>
<td>General population(a)</td>
<td>Covered by the HBGV case by case. Groups excluded are flagged in the risk characterisation for risk managers to take specific measures where appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude individuals receiving the nutrient under medical supervision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude individuals with extreme and distinct vulnerabilities due to genetic predisposition or other considerations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) The general population encompasses all age groups (i.e. infants, children and adolescents, adults, the elderly, pregnant and lactating women).

(b) Specific considerations are needed for determining whether the HBGV is applicable for infants below 16 weeks of age (EFSA SC, 2017).
3.2. Information used for the risk assessment

3.2.1 Assessment of regulated products

The safety assessment of regulated products is based on data required in the relevant sectoral legislation or guidance. In practice, applications submitted to EFSA can relate to: the evaluation of products prior to their introduction on the EU market; the re-evaluation of products due to the expiry of their authorisation; a re-evaluation programme; a request for the extension of conditions of use or changes in technology; or development of new scientific knowledge.

In the first case, a scientific dossier is submitted by an applicant, which contains the studies requested by the sectoral guidance with the aim of demonstrating the safety of the product. A set of toxicological studies is typically required, and this may vary depending on the sectors (see Annex A) and the nature and characteristics of the product. In most instances, an applicants’ dossier includes in vitro tests (e.g. genotoxicity tests) and in vivo animal studies (e.g. 90-days subchronic toxicity study in rats) conducted according to standard protocols (e.g. OECD test guidelines). When available, human data are also submitted as part of the dossier.

In the event of a products’ review or re-evaluation, the available data depend on the sector (see Annex A). For instance, in the case of the re-evaluation of food additives, the assessment is based on the information available in the public domain or obtained after a call for data; while for the renewal process of active substances in plant protection products (PPPs), the applicant must submit a supplementary dossier with additional studies reflecting updated data requirements and guidance, when applicable, and a review of scientific peer-reviewed publications.

3.2.2 Assessment of ULs for nutrients

The assessment of ULs for nutrients is conducted upon request from risk managers through a generic mandate, EFSA is responsible for collecting relevant information pertaining to the adverse effects of a given nutrient. The assessment relies on the data published in the literature. This includes relevant human experimental and observational studies, as well as animal studies. Studies have not often been designed for the purpose of deriving ULs. Human data are generally available for the risk assessment of nutrients, which reduces the uncertainties in establishing a HBGV as compared to the use of animal models.

3.3. Hazard identification and characterisation

3.3.1 Hazard identification and characterisation of chemicals in food

The risk assessment of regulated products follows the classical approach applied to chemicals in food, which consists of 4 steps: hazard identification, hazard characterisation, exposure assessment and risk characterisation. Toxicological studies available for the assessment (Section 3.2) should allow the identification of potential adverse effects (hazard identification) and the assessment of dose–response relationships for the adverse effects (hazard characterisation). Data are evaluated to characterise the absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion of the product under evaluation, its general systemic toxicity as well as its potential genotoxicity. The conventional approach consists of assessing the dose-response relationships for the adverse effects and identifying a Reference Point (RP) (i.e. a no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL), a lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL) or the lower confidence limit of the calculated benchmark dose (BMDL) where applicable, see Annex A for details), based on to

the most sensitive endpoint. The RP is used to establish an HBGV – e.g. an ADI for chronic dietary exposure - by dividing the RP by uncertainty factors (UFs). A HBGV can be established for compounds for which thresholded mechanisms of toxicity can reasonably be expected based on the available data. Alternatively, in particular when available data are not sufficient to establish a HBGV, the application of a Margin of Exposure (MoE) approach can be considered to conclude on the safety of the products, by considering the margin between the RP and the estimated exposure (EFSA, 2005).

3.3.2 Conceptual and methodological specificities for nutrients

In general, the same principles of risk assessment also apply to nutrients as to other chemicals in food (Section 3.3.1). However, nutrients possess some distinguishing characteristics, which must be taken into account in the assessment.

The concept of Acceptable Range of Oral Intake (AROI)

The underpinning assumption for the risk assessment of additives and pesticides is that they do not have a nutritional value or physiological role. In contrast, nutrients have distinctive biochemical and physiological roles, and specific and selective mechanisms for the regulation of their absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and distribution of the nutrient or its metabolites, or both within the body. These mechanisms are specific for each nutrient, and collectively they maintain the systemic homeostasis and body burden for the nutrient over a range of intakes.

A WHO/IPCS report of 2002 dealt with the Principles and Methods for the Assessment of Risk from Essential Trace Elements (ETE) (WHO/IPCS, 2002). It considered the adverse effects of intakes below and above requirements and customary intakes. The report noted that uncritically applying usual toxicological approaches, consisting in the application of a (default) UF to a RP to establish a HBGV, was not appropriate for ETE. Indeed, while an ADI for food additives and pesticides assumes that zero exposure to the substance of concern is without risk, this assumption does not apply to ETEs. It was recognized that the selection of appropriate UFs for ETEs must consider potential effects regarding both nutritional deficiency and toxicity. Establishing a HBGV for a nutrient below the reference dietary requirements would be evidently inappropriate in biological contexts and also for policy and practice in public and occupational health and in food safety (WHO/IPCS, 2002; Mertz, 1993).

The WHO/IPCS report envisaged that there was an Acceptable Range of Oral Intake (AROI) for essential trace elements, within which there is a small risk of toxicity or deficiency in a population, bounded by rising risks of either deficiency, as intake declines, or toxicity as intake increases, as illustrated in Figure 1. An important point is that these distributions represent the population heterogeneity in the rates at which deficiency and toxicity occur, and the report suggested that risk assessments for both deficiency and excess for ETEs should be based on biological endpoints.

Thus, for risk assessment of excess intakes of ETEs, the WHO/IPCS report proposed that a “Biologically Based” model or approach based on biological outcomes and mechanisms should be adopted, rather than using the customary toxicological approaches for establishing HBGVs (WHO/IPCS, 2002). In particular, it was appreciated that the sequence of accumulating adverse events could be used to identify markers which could be characterised as endpoints) of excess and of potential toxicity, rather than of actual toxicity (see Section 3.3.2.2).
Figure 1: A theoretical representation of the percentage of the population at risk of deficiency and toxicity effects according to the dietary intake of a nutrient, adapted from (FAO/WHO, 2002).

Subsequently, a FAO/WHO exercise explored this approach to risk assessment for nutrients in general (WHO/FAO, 2006).

This framework was integrated by the NDA Panel in its principles for deriving dietary reference values (DRVs) for nutrients (EFSA NDA Panel, 2010a). At the lower bound of the range, dietary intakes necessary for meeting a population’s nutritional requirements are described through the concepts of average requirements (ARs) and population reference intakes (PRIs) while, at the higher bound of the range, the UL is defined as the maximum level of dietary intake of the nutrient which is judged to be unlikely to pose a risk of adverse health effects, which is similar to the definition of an ADI.

A “Biological Based Model” for nutrients

The IPCS/WHO working group “Biological Based Model” for establishing HBGVs (ADIs/ULs) for ETEs, and the WHO/FAO working group on Nutrient Risk Assessment proposed the identification of critical endpoints from amongst the homeostatic and adaptive responses to excessive intakes of nutrients in nutrient risk assessment.

The following generalised description of responses to excess nutrient intake provides a background for identifying endpoints which could be candidates for critical endpoints. This is analogous to hazard identification and characterisation except that the endpoints identified would not be expected to be hazards or adverse events, i.e. they are predictive of adverse events that would occur if intake is not reduced. The identification and characterisation of critical endpoints depends on a sound understanding of the nutrient kinetics and dynamics of the nutrient of interest. It is noteworthy that the endogenous kinetics and homeostatic mechanisms of nutrients vary, and the risk assessment of endpoints related to excess intake may draw on an extensive resource of data. An illustration of the mechanisms applying to ETE is given in Appendix B.
The general features of the systemic responses to increasingly excessive intake of nutrients are illustrated in Figure 2.

**Figure 2:** The generic chain of potential dose-responses accompanying increasing intake and body burden of nutrients (see further explanation in text below).

The intakes indicated at the top of the Figure progress from deficiency to excessive intake. The text boxes describe potential physiological and pathological responses (i.e. endpoints) to increasing intakes, and, in this context of chronic excess and subsequent toxicity, the body burden of a nutrient (i.e. the amount of a chemical, in this case a nutrient, accumulated in the body since birth). The left-hand margin of each box indicates the starting points for each response. These responses can involve reduced absorption, increased excretion, increased deposition of the nutrient in tissues, and/or increasing metabolism, to different extents depending on the nutrient. Prolonged excess intake leading to overload and systemic accumulation is indicative that physiological responses are being overwhelmed, and pathological events are developing. These are represented by the boxes positioned at those points of intake. Adverse biological changes (e.g. accumulation of a nutrient to a level that causes adverse effects) are likely to be reversible in response to subsequent reduced intake if they are under homeostatic control (e.g. nutrient ADME is regulated by its systemic levels). However, if high intake is maintained, phenomena arising from excess tissue deposition and ultimately ectopic deposition occur, with subsequent tissue and organ damage and failure. The periods over which the endpoints appear are highly variable; they can extend over decades, and often the events shown in Figure 2 occur concurrently.
The basis of using biological endpoints, as in Figure 2, is that these, as is stated above, can be used in risk assessment as discrete reliable endpoints that are predictive of impending overload and toxicity. These are more likely to be identified in the early stages of excess intake and impending toxicity. At these levels of intake it should be possible, during the characterisation and validation of selected critical endpoints, to incorporate an assessment of the associated uncertainty in nutrient risk assessment.

The pathway of events from which biologically based critical endpoints can be identified extends from those based on homeostatic mechanisms. Homeostatic mechanisms, and their markers, are reversible and not necessarily indicative of impending toxicity. However, at intakes higher than those responsive to customary homeostasis, the adaptive responses are less likely to be reversible and are indicative of a high probability of irreversible toxicity if intake is not reduced. Critical endpoints would be those for which a mechanistic pathway can be discerned and which can be characterised and validated as indicative of probable toxicity (Aggett, 2007). Such markers can be regarded as predictive of toxicity and be used to establish HBGVs that are protective of human health.

Such biological and toxicological endpoints, have been ranked according to their potential value in risk assessment (Renwick et al., 2004) as follows:

1: Biochemical changes within the homeostatic range and without indication of adverse sequelae;
2: Biochemical changes outside the homeostatic range without known sequelae;
3: Biochemical changes outside the homeostatic range that represent a marker of potential adverse effects due to excess;
4: Clinical symptoms indicative of a minor but reversible change;
5: Clinical symptoms of significant but reversible effects;
6: Clinical signs indicative of significant but reversible organ damage; and
7: Clinical signs indicative of irreversible organ damage.

This ranking is useful in interpreting the events summarised in Figure 2. The markers of interest using a biologically-based approach to the development of HBGVs are levels 1-3, and, possibly, level 4.

The advantages in a "Biological Based Model" applied to nutrients are that it can use available information on absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (i.e. nutrient kinetics) to interpret the mechanisms of observed effects in homeostasis, adaptation and initial dysfunction and morphological changes. It is also possible, using epidemiological techniques, to allow for a latency in the effect of long-term intake and of the possible contribution to chronic disease. Exploration of the data on the mechanisms of homeostasis and adaptation, and the early pathogeneses of adverse effects, enables the identification of potential endpoints, which can be used for critical endpoint characterisation and risk assessment.

3.3.3 Evidence review and integration of lines of evidence for establishing HBGVs for nutrients

The Biological Based Model can use and integrate data from many sources. These have a commonality with the sources of evidence used in identifying environmental causes of disease including dietary and adventitious exposure to nutrients and other environmental chemicals (Academy of Medical Sciences, 2007). This includes evidence from human studies such as randomised controlled trials, intervention
studies in which experimental and reference groups have well characterised intakes, and relevant and validated endpoints, as well as observational studies in human populations. There are many experimental studies using animal models, but most of these studies have used excessive intakes of nutrients and are targeted at exploring the effects of high intakes on specific organs and functions; hence, they do not provide information on homeostatic and adaptive responses as body burden increases. Nonetheless such studies help to identify target organs and pathologies, and describe the sequential development of toxicological endpoints, which might enable the tracing of pathogenic events in the physio-pathological pathway (Figure 2). Epidemiological studies in livestock, and reports including case reports of high intake and toxicities affecting humans and animals can also be helpful. Inborn errors of metabolism in humans and animals contribute to the understanding of underpinning genetic and consequent metabolic defects leading to toxicity. The quality of such data needs to be critically assessed for biologically based endpoints as would be the case for hazard identification and characterisation.

 Nonetheless, the evidence available from studies in humans and animals to facilitate risk assessment is often limited both in quality and quantity. There is insufficient knowledge on the metabolism of many, if not all, nutrients to enable the use and validation of markers at the threshold of developing potential adverse effects due to excess. It is possible, however, even if a critical endpoint cannot be identified, to use evidence derived from systematic studies of homeostasis and adaptation to high nutrient intakes in healthy individuals to identify predictive and therefore protective endpoints.

Recent advances in molecular biology and in computational modelling have enhanced the ability to use Biological Based Models. Developments in bio-informatics have fostered Systems Biology which is being developed to enhance Toxicological Risk Assessment and Nutritional Science (Krewski et al., 2020) which embraces and enables the integrated use of genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics to explore the dynamics and systemic kinetics of compounds. These platforms, and subsidiary platforms focussing on epigenetic effects and, e.g. nutrient metabolism, enable the intelligent integration of data sources. The use of such databases would enable deeper exploration of the interconnectivity at the biological levels involved in the reactions to intakes of nutrients above their physiological requirements. Such an exercise could contribute to identify knowledge gaps and research needed for further risk assessments of nutrients. Furthermore, systematic analysis to identify and characterise critical endpoints would inform the use of genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics either as markers themselves or as means to validate other markers, e.g. markers in tissues, that are more practical and ethical for risk assessment. This may also enable integration of the homeostatic and adaptive metabolomic data with emerging approaches to assessing environmental exposure and the human exposome, as well as epidemiological approaches to high dietary intakes and health outcomes.

It is noted that these new approaches and data platforms are not unique to nutrients but part of ongoing developments in biology, toxicology, and exposure science; and are addressed in the EFSA Scientific Strategies (EFSA, 2016; Verhagen et al., 2019).

3.3.4 Hazard identification and characterisation of regulated products which are also nutrients

Minerals, vitamins and some fatty acids have been the subject of a risk assessment by the EFSA NDA Panel (or SCF) with a view of establishing ULs, whenever possible, based on available data in peer-reviewed published papers (see Appendix A). In some cases, the safety of nutrients has also been assessed by other EFSA Panels in the context of the evaluation of regulated products (e.g. phosphate-containing additives (EFSA FAF Panel, 2019a); copper used as feed additive (EFSA FEEDAP Panel, 2019) and active substance in PPPs (EFSA, 2018)). When available, EFSA’s existing Scientific Opinions should
be used as a starting point for the hazard identification and characterisation. As described above, data available for EFSA’s assessment may differ depending on the framework under which the assessment is conducted (Section 3.2). In addition, new scientific evidence may emerge. As a result, although concerning the same substance, the data available for the respective evaluations are likely to differ. For instance, a dossier submitted for a regulated product may contain information not available (e.g. unpublished proprietary studies) or not considered (e.g. new evidence) in the previous safety assessment of the nutrient. On the other hand, the dossier may contain the set of standard studies required by the sectoral guidance, while providing an incomplete or even no overview of the relevant data on the toxicity of the nutrient available in the literature. As a first step, the assessors should evaluate whether the data available to the assessment are consistent with the conclusions of the existing EFSA opinion.

In addition to the specificities of nutrient risk assessment discussed in Section 3.3.2, the hazard identification and characterisation should consider the following elements:

Human data provide the most relevant information for hazard identification of nutrients. They are generally available for the risk assessment of nutrients, and, when they are of sufficient quality and extent, are given the greatest weight for the establishment of a HBGV. In such case, animal data (including data arising from the classical toxicity dataset) may be used as a supportive rather than as a primary source of evidence for the hazard identification and characterisation. Information from animal studies may also contribute to inform the biological based model described above (Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3), through the identification of homeostatic and pathological critical events in the context of nutrient kinetics and dynamics.

If animal studies are conducted or used for the purpose of demonstrating the safety of consumption of a regulated product which is also a nutrient, specific considerations are required, as follows.

- Estimation of the dose of exposure to the nutrient should take into account the total amount, i.e. nutrient intake from the substance intentionally added to food and feed, and from the background diet. In case the study report does not include information about the nutrient content of the laboratory chow, the applicant should seek to obtain it from the organisation that conducted the study or from veterinary guidelines valid at the time of the study. In case the intake from the background diet cannot be estimated, this uncertainty should be considered when characterising the dose-response relationships for the adverse effects.
- Similarities and disparities between the animal species and humans regarding e.g. the nutrient homeostasis, the effect of nutrient interactions, etc. which may limit the external validity of the animal model.

In the cases in which the hazard characterisation results in establishing a new HBGV for the nutrient, the scientific output should specify:

- that the proposed HBGV supersedes the previously established HBGV (e.g. UL) for that nutrient, where applicable.
- whether the proposed HBGV is equivalent to an UL.

When a new HBGV is proposed, a dialogue with the risk managers responsible for other sectoral areas may be needed to address possible impacts and needs for updating previous assessments of the nutrient.

For risk management purposes, ADIs are conventionally expressed relative to body weight (e.g. mg/kg bw per day) and apply to the general population, while ULs are traditionally expressed in absolute
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amounts (e.g. mg/day) for defined life-stage groups (EFSA, 2006; SCF, 2000). When a new HBGV for a
nutrient is established, it may be useful to express it in both manners, to facilitate the use by risk
managers. This may require specific considerations regarding the extrapolation of values between
different life-stage groups, taking into account known differences in body size, physiology, metabolism,
absorption and excretion of a nutrient (SCF, 2000) (see Annex A).

3.4 Exposure assessment

For nutrients, the exposure assessment focuses on the dietary intake, and combines data on
concentrations of a chemical substance (e.g. nutrient) present in foods and drinks with the quantity of
those foods and drinks consumed. The choice of the method to estimate the intake, and related degree
of refinement of the intake estimates, have to be tailored to the question addressed by the risk assessor.
For regulated products, intake estimations addressing the intended uses are needed to support the
decision-making. Details on the data, tools and methods used by the different areas are available in the
sectoral guidance documents7.

A comprehensive characterisation of risks associated with the dietary intake of a nutrient requires a
complete intake assessment from all sources, i.e. accounting for the natural nutrient content of foods
as well as the additional contributions of regulated products. These include their intentional use in foods
(e.g. as food additives), their migration into foods (e.g. from food contact materials), their use in dietary
supplements or nutrient sources (food fortification) or their presence as residues (e.g. pesticides or feed
additives).

Upon receipt of a new mandate/application for, or when conducting the re-evaluation of a regulated
product that is also a nutrient, previous EFSA assessments of the total intake of the nutrient by
consumers should be considered.

Total dietary intake of nutrients can be estimated by combining data from food composition databases
and food consumption surveys. An accurate nutrient intake assessment also requires to capture intake
from dietary supplements, which may be significant contributors to overall intakes in populations in
which their use is common.

EFSA Scientific Opinions on dietary reference values (DRVs) report intake estimates in European
populations. For a number of vitamins and minerals, intake estimates (mean or median and 95th
percentile) were calculated based on food consumption data from the EFSA Comprehensive Food
Consumption Database (EFSA, 2011) and food composition data from the EFSA Nutrient composition
database (Roe et al., 2013).8

When estimating total dietary intake of nutrients, potential sources of uncertainties regarding
composition data include:

- uncertainty regarding the extent to which the analytical values reported in the food composition
datasets include the contributions of nutrient-containing regulated products (e.g. depending on the
time of food sampling vs. the time of authorisation of the regulated uses; representativeness of the
samples with regard to the authorisation conditions and use patterns of the regulated products).

This includes uncertainties regarding nutrient contents in foods due to fortification. Also,
composition data estimated from the ingredient list of foods require assumptions regarding the
amounts of additives contained in foods (not reported on labels).

---

7 EFSA’s sectoral guidance documents are available at:

8 EFSA’s scientific opinions on DRVs for nutrients are available at:
• uncertainty related to speciation of the nutrient, i.e. its distribution among its various chemical and physical forms, where applicable.

Chemical analyses of whole foods do not allow to distinguish between the naturally occurring fraction of the nutrient and the fraction contributed by regulated products (either intentionally added or present as residues). The relative contributions of regulated products to the overall nutrient intake has to be calculated from product-specific concentration data, which may be inferred from e.g. authorised or reported use levels. For instance, two sets of concentration data can be used to estimate the intake of a nutrient from its food additive uses: (1) maximum permitted levels as set down in the EU legislation, and (2) use levels reported by food operators.

When available, biomarkers (e.g. blood levels, urinary excretion levels) may be useful to estimate overall nutrient intake. Biomarkers of exposure reflect the internal dose and exposure from all sources. However, reliable biomarkers of intake\(^9\) are available only for a limited number of nutrients. When these biomarkers are used, back-calculation to dietary intake using kinetic modelling may be possible, but it triggers even more complex assessments to identify to which extent nutrients used as regulated products were included in the exposure assessment. In addition to model uncertainty, there can be uncertainty in identifying the contribution of a specific route of exposure (i.e. food) compared to other sources (e.g. inhalation).

Variability in the intake, as well as uncertainties regarding intake estimates should be presented in the scientific output.

3.5 Risk characterisation

In accordance with the principles of risk assessment of chemicals in food, the risk characterisation shall integrate the information from the hazard characterisation (Section 3.3) and the exposure assessment (Section 3.4) with the aim to provide practical scientific advice for risk managers, as requested in the mandate and related problem formulation (Section 3.1).

Figure 3 presents the integrated approach proposed for risk characterisation step of the safety assessment of regulated products, which are also nutrients. The proposal addresses the need to ensure consistency across EFSA’s assessments while providing the flexibility required by the specific regulatory frameworks.

---

\(^9\) The term “biomarker of intake” refers to biomarkers of exposure that specifically reflect the exposure to the nutrient through the diet (i.e. its dietary intake).
The need for establishing a HBGV should be established according to the sectoral legislation. This includes ULs established by the SCF/NDA Panel or other HBGVs for nutrients (e.g. ADI) established by other Panels in the context of previous assessments. Indications from the SCF/NDA Panel on the highest level of intake where there was reasonable confidence in data on the absence of adverse effects may also be considered.

Examples of alternative approaches include, for example, the application of a margin of exposure (MoE); comparative approaches in which the regulated product under evaluation can be considered “as safe as” already authorised products; or estimations based on the relative contribution of the use as regulated product to total dietary intake.

When data are insufficient for establishing a HBGV, an indication on the highest level of intake where there is reasonable confidence in data on the absence of adverse effects may be provided.

**Figure 3. Decision tree for the risk characterisation step of EFSA’s assessments of regulated products, which are also nutrients.**

In some circumstances, the establishment of a HBGV may not be necessary to provide the advice needed by risk managers. For instance, depending on the proposed uses and use levels of the regulated product, its contribution to the overall nutrient intake may be small and the risk associated with its consumption might be considered negligible. In some cases, it may be sufficient for risk assessors to comment on the MoE between the RP and the estimated human dietary intake, without establishing a specific HBGV.

In other cases, risk assessors may base their conclusions on a comparative approach, i.e. the regulated product under evaluation is considered “as safe as” already authorised products (e.g. based on their
comparable composition and conditions of uses). In certain cases, the Panel or unit in charge of the assessment could justify that an overall risk assessment of the nutrient is not needed and proceed with the usual sectoral assessment.

When a HBGV is needed, the first step should be to consider whether EFSA has already established a HBGV for the nutrient, and in this case, to assess if the HBGV requires an update according to Section 3.3.4.

When a HBGV is established, the risk characterisation is based on the comparison with the estimated intake. The characterisation of the risk for consumers should consider the total estimated intake of the nutrient, aggregating all sources of dietary intake. If the total estimated intake exceeds the HBGV, depending on the extend of this exceedance the scientific output should discuss its implications in order to inform risk managers’ decisions.

When the information is insufficient for establishing a HBGV, an indication may be given on the highest level of intake where there is reasonable confidence in data on the absence of adverse effects, in line with the approach previously applied by the SCF/NDA Panel (Appendix A). This is typically informed by human data about levels of nutrient intake significantly above those obtained from ordinary diet (e.g. from dietary supplements), which have not been associated with adverse effects. Prevalence of adverse effects can be assumed to be low in groups/populations with intakes below this value. However, characterisation of the risk is uncertain in groups/populations with intakes above this value, because the relationship of such value to the toxicity for the nutrient is not known.

Besides, the relative contribution of the regulated use under assessment to the overall intake should be discussed as part of the risk characterisation. Whenever relevant, this information will be used by the relevant Panel or unit for proposing regulatory limits (e.g. Maximum Residue Levels (MRLs) for pesticides in food) or make specific recommendations for risk managers to consider, in accordance with EFSA’s remit in the different sectors.

The risk characterisation should address all population groups included in the target population for the assessment (Section 3.1). If sub-populations having distinct sensitivities to the adverse effects of the nutrient because of e.g. specific genetic background, conditions or diseases (‘susceptible groups’), are not covered by the HBGV, this should be indicated.

In line with EFSA’s risk assessment principles, the risk characterisation should include a discussion and a characterisation of the uncertainties in the assessment.

4. Conclusions and recommendations

According to the General Food Law (Regulation (EC) 178/2002)\(^\text{10}\), the Scientific Panels are responsible for providing scientific opinions within their own spheres of competence. A nutrient may be assessed under different regulatory frameworks by different Panels, i.e. following a generic mandate for establishing an UL (NDA Panel) or in the context of mandates addressing the safety of regulated products (by the respective Panel).

As the Scientific Committee is responsible for developing harmonised risk assessment methodologies and procedures relevant to cross-cutting scientific matters, EFSA requested the Scientific Committee to provide recommendations to address such situation, with the view to ensure internal consistency regarding HBGVs for nutrients. This is particularly relevant for food additives and pesticides, for which HBGVs, i.e. ADI, are regularly established.

To that end, the Scientific Committee has developed an approach, summarised in the decision tree shown in Figure 3, in order to guide the risk characterisation step of EFSA's assessments of regulated products that are also nutrients. Besides, the Scientific Committee formulates the following recommendations:

1. EFSA should use the integrated approach described herein for the assessment of applications for regulated products which are also nutrients, considering cross-sectoral implications. The safety of these products should take into consideration the risk of adverse effects for the consumer associated with the total intake of the nutrient.

2. The Panel/unit that has received the mandate should assess the need for establishing a HBGV for the nutrient in the context of its specific mandate.

3. When an existing HBGV for the nutrient established by EFSA is available, it should be used as the HBGV for the risk characterisation of regulated products which are also nutrients. The Panel/unit that has received the mandate should assess, in consultation with the NDA Panel, whether the data available for the assessment of the regulated product are consistent with the existing value or whether an update of the HBGV is needed.

4. When an existing HBGV (e.g. UL) requires an update, or a new HBGV is needed, the hazard identification and hazard characterisation steps should take into account the specificities pertaining to nutrient risk assessment, e.g. consideration of their biological role, homeostatic mechanisms and their regulation, and requirement, as described in Section 3.3.4 of this Statement. The SC recommends that the assessment should be conducted in consultation with the NDA Panel.

5. When an update of the existing HBGV (e.g. UL) for a nutrient is required (see point 2), the scientific output should clarify that the new value supersedes the pre-existing one. The scientific output should also specify whether the proposed HBGV is equivalent to an UL. The newly established values could be used as such in subsequent safety assessments by other Panels/units, where relevant. The Scientific Committee recommends that EFSA maintains a centralised database of HBGVs for nutrients.

6. To establish a HBGV for regulated products that are nutrients, EFSA should ensure an integrated and harmonised hazard characterisation across EFSA’s sectors. The Scientific Committee should be engaged whenever, during the assessment of a regulated product, a Panel or unit finds evidence that a pre-existing HBGV for a nutrient (e.g. UL) needs to be updated (see point 2), or a new HBGV for the nutrient is needed (see point 3), because of the multidisciplinary nature of such assessment and the need to evaluate cross-sectoral implications.

7. The HBGVs may be expressed relative to body weight (e.g. mg/kg body weight per day) and also in absolute amounts (mg/day). Specific values for particular subpopulation groups may be derived, where appropriate. The lowest value expressed on a per kg bw basis could be used by risk managers as equivalent to the ADI mentioned in the sectoral legislation. For practical reasons and to facilitate the use by risk managers, the Scientific Committee recommends that the values are also expressed in absolute amounts by life-stage groups, in line with the guiding principles for establishing ULs (SCF, 2000).

8. When a quantitative risk characterisation is conducted, the HBGV should be compared with consumers' total intake of the nutrient from all dietary sources (from natural occurrence, from contaminants and regulated uses).
9. The dietary intake assessment should, as much as possible, discriminate the contribution from the regulated use from the intake from other dietary sources.

10. An active dialogue with risk managers should occur throughout the assessment process to discuss the potential regulatory implications that the assessment may have beyond the sectoral legislation under which the application was submitted.

11. In certain cases, the resource investment required for establishing/updating an UL and/or conducting a risk characterisation for the intake of the nutrient from all sources may not be justified or necessary (Section 3.5). In those cases, the relevant Panel or unit could justify that an overall risk assessment of the nutrient is not needed and proceed with the usual sectoral assessment.
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FAO: Food and Agriculture Organization
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IPCS: WHO International Programme on Chemical Safety
LOAEL: lowest observed adverse effect level
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NOAEL: no observed adverse effect level
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PPP(s): plant protection product(s)
PPR: EFSA Panel on Plant Protection Products and their Residues
PRI(s): population reference intake(s)
RP: reference point
SC: Scientific Committee
SCF: Scientific Committee on Food
UF: uncertainty factor
UL: tolerable upper intake level
WHO: World Health Organization
Appendix A. Overview of EFSA’s evaluations of tolerable upper intake levels (ULs)

The SCF and, subsequently, EFSA received the mandate to assess the tolerable upper intake levels of the substances listed below.

The SCF/EFSA NDA Panel established ULs\textsuperscript{11} for:

- boron (sodium borate and boric acid) (EFSA, 2006)
- calcium\textsuperscript{12} (EFSA NDA Panel, 2012b)
- copper (EFSA, 2006)
- fluoride (EFSA, 2006)
- folic acid (synthetic) (EFSA, 2006)
- iodine (EFSA, 2006)
- magnesium (EFSA, 2006)
- molybdenum (EFSA, 2006)
- nicotinic acid and nicotinamide (niacin) (EFSA, 2006)
- selenium (EFSA, 2006)
- preformed vitamin A (retinol and retinyl esters) (EFSA, 2006)
- vitamin B6 (EFSA, 2006)
- vitamin E (EFSA, 2006)
- vitamin D (EFSA NDA Panel, 2012\textsuperscript{a}, 2018\textsuperscript{14})
- zinc (EFSA, 2006)

At the time of the assessment, data were insufficient to establish ULs for any population group for:

- β-carotene (EFSA, 2006)
- biotin (EFSA, 2006)
- chloride\textsuperscript{15} (EFSA, 2006)
- chromium\textsuperscript{15} (EFSA, 2006)
- fatty acids (EFSA NDA Panel, 2010b, 2012\textsuperscript{c})
- folate (natural) (EFSA, 2006)
- iron (EFSA, 2006)

\textsuperscript{11} For quick reference, an overview table of all UL values is available at: http://www.efsa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/assets/UL_Summary_tables.pdf.

\textsuperscript{12} This opinion reviews the tolerable upper intake level of calcium for the general population; it supersedes the opinion from the SCF published in 2003 (EFSA, 2006).

\textsuperscript{13} This opinion reviews the tolerable upper intake level of vitamin D for the general population; it supersedes the opinion from the SCF published in 2002 (EFSA, 2006).

\textsuperscript{14} This opinion reviews the tolerable upper intake level of vitamin D for infants; it supersedes the NDA Panel opinion published in 2012 for this age group (EFSA NDA Panel, 2012).

\textsuperscript{15} For sodium and chloride, safe and adequate intakes have been established by the NDA Panel (NDA Panel, 2019a, 2019b).

\textsuperscript{16} This opinion reviews the tolerable upper intake level of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and docosapentaenoic acid (DPA); regarding these fatty acids, this opinion supersedes the EFSA NDA opinion published in 2011 (EFSA NDA Panel, 2011).
In those cases, the SCF/EFSA NDA Panel provided advice on the highest level of intake where there is reasonable confidence in data on the absence of adverse effects.

17 The safety of individual amino acids was not reviewed in that opinion.
18 At the time of this statement, a review was on-going (EFSA, 2018).
Appendix B. Illustrations of the endogenous kinetics and homeostatic mechanisms of essential trace elements

Inorganic micronutrients such as sodium, potassium, chloride, sulphur, phosphate, iodine and selenium are soluble at physiological pH and are absorbed easily. Then, they are systemically distributed either as ions or associated loosely with low molecular weight ligands (e.g. amino acids, polypeptides, organic acids) or with albumin. Their systemic burdens are controlled principally by renal excretion. In the case of magnesium and calcium their absorption is regulated, they exist as ions or protein bound states in the systemic circulation, and their excretion is via renal and intestinal excretion.

Metals such as zinc, copper, iron, manganese are poorly soluble at physiological pH and need specific ligands to protect tissues from the damage their free ions would cause and to support the metals’ kinetics and dynamics. Thus, each of these elements has specific carriers to facilitate its absorption, distribution (organ uptake), excretion and deposition, as well as its cellular biochemical function. Their homeostasis varies. For example, zinc homeostasis is regulated by control of its absorption and its excretion via gastrointestinal (including pancreatic) secretion and renal excretion; excessive systemic accumulation of zinc is countered by intracellular sequestration by hepatic metallothionein. The systemic burden of copper at high intakes is limited initially by down regulation of its intestinal uptake and by hepato-biliary excretion. At high intakes, copper is stored in metallothionein pools in the liver and gut mucosa, simultaneously and, perhaps in advance of this, there is an accumulation of copper in integuments and copper appears in the urine. The latter phenomena are regarded as early evidence of failed copper homeostasis and excessive internal copper burden.

In the case of iron there is no excretory route to reduce its systemic burden. The only physiological means of doing this is by preventing the acquisition of iron. This is achieved by the down regulation of intestinal uptake of iron by a direct effect on enterocytic uptake mechanisms through modulation of expression of transfer mechanisms for iron. A further control on transfer of iron to the portal circulation is achieved by induction of enterocytic apoferritin which sequesters iron in ferritin inside the enterocytes. Subsequently the unabsorbed iron in the ferritin is lost in the faeces when the enterocytes are shed. Excessive systemic iron burden and toxicity is countered by systemic apoferritins which sequester iron, these depots also provide a reserve of iron at time of deficient intake. The homeostasis of iron is sensitive also to systemic responses to inflammation and hypoxia, which demonstrate the subtlety of iron homeostasis in the context of these conditions. It is noteworthy that at high dietary intakes and intraluminal contents of iron, physiological barriers to iron absorption are ineffective because iron transfer across the intestinal mucosa occurs passively along a paracellular transepithelial concentration gradient bypassing the enterocytes. A similar phenomenon occurs with high intakes of other trace metals and dietary cations.

Interferences may occur between iron, copper and zinc which are thought to arise from competition for similar carriers in their chain of carriers. It is possible that these may affect their kinetics and dynamics resulting in altered absorption and physiological effectiveness. These interactions affecting absorption may vary according to the dietary milieu in which they are consumed.
Annex A. Review of current EFSA approaches for establishing HBGVs for nutrients used as regulated products

1. Introduction

Several EFSA Panels and Units establishes Health-Based Guidance Values (HBGV) as part of the hazard characterisation process. A HBGV is a science-based recommendation for the maximum (oral) exposure to a substance that is not expected to result in an appreciable health risk, taking into account current data, uncertainties in these data, and the likely duration of consumption. The HBGV represents the highest exposure level that is considered of presenting no health concerns based on all the known facts at the time of the evaluation (FAO, 2009).

The terminology and the methodology for establishing HBGVs have evolved with time in the different sectors covered by EFSA. The term Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI) was introduced in 1957 by the Council of Europe (Chemicals Regulation Directorate and Safety Executive, 2013). The ADI is generally used for substances intentionally added to food, such as additives, or to the residues in food following intended uses of the substance in the process for food production, such as residues of pesticides and feed additives in foods, including not only the active substance but also the relevant metabolites. In the US, the equivalent general concept of oral Reference Dose (RfD) or Reference Level (RfL) uses different terms as HBGV in different frameworks (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2002).

Most chemicals for which an ADI has been established do not have human or animal physiological requirements, thus levels of exposure from zero up to the ADI are considered acceptable.

For vitamins and minerals, with particular physiological functions in the human body, the situation is different. Minimum intakes are required in order to fulfil physiological requirements, while excess intakes may lead to adverse health effects. Thus, a set of reference values, the Dietary Reference Values (DRVs), are typically derived for nutrients (European Food Safety Authority, 2017). On one side, the average requirement (AR) and the population reference intake (PRI) or the adequate intake (AI) if a PRI cannot be established, and the reference intake (RI) range for nutrients provide guidance on the amount of a nutrient needed to maintain health in a healthy group of people. On the other side, the tolerable upper intake level (UL) represents the maximum level of total chronic daily intake of a nutrient (from all sources) judged to be unlikely to pose a risk of adverse health effects to humans (SCF, 2000).

A particularly complex situation arises when the substances intentionally added to food as additives, or the residues in food (and drinks) resulting from regulated uses of a substance such as a feed additive or pesticide, are also nutrients. This is not unusual: phosphates, chlorides, vitamin C or copper are just some examples that have received recent EFSA attention, leading to assessments of the same substance under different scientific methodological approaches and regulatory frames. This Annex summarises the current practices for establishing ADIs and ULs by EFSA Panels and Units.

2. Generic methodology for establishing HBGVs

Establishing a HBGV is the key step in the hazard characterisation process for consumer risk assessments. The basic principles and concepts were already defined in the 1950s, as part of the foundation for supporting chemical control through science-based assessments. The basic concepts for establishing HBGVs have been reviewed by several authors and by WHO (e.g. Herman and Younes, 1999; Speijers, 1999; Dybing et al., 2002; WHO 2009).
Basically, during the hazard identification step of the risk assessment, all available information on the effects of the substance is assessed. Then, the relevant effects and their dose-response relationships are assessed in order to propose a level of exposure without observable adverse health effects. The process for the establishment of the HBGV includes the selection of a dose that can be used as a starting point for risk assessment as the "Reference Point" (RP), also named "Point of Departure" (PoD), followed by the selection of Uncertainty Factors (UFs) or safety factors, which are applied to the RP to ensure a sufficient level of protection for humans.

During the hazard identification, all available information, e.g. laboratory toxicity studies in animals and human evidence, such as data from experimental and observational studies and case reports, are evaluated in order to identify critical endpoints representing potential concerns for human health. For regulated products, the applicant is usually requested to submit a dossier containing a set of mandatory safety studies and a compilation of additional information, such as a review of published studies and previous assessments from other regulatory agencies. The data requirements depend on the sectoral legislation and are described in the relevant guidance documents.

The identification of the adverse effects produced by the substance should consider the biological relevance for humans, integrate different sets of data through a weight of evidence approach, and consider the uncertainties. The EFSA Scientific Committee has developed specific guidances for covering these critical steps: assessment of biological relevance (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2017c), weighing and integrating the different lines of evidence (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2017b); and assessing the uncertainty of the available data and scientific knowledge (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2018a; EFSA Scientific Committee, 2018b).

Following the identification of hazards, the hazard characterisation step considers the exposure (e.g. the dose in experimental toxicity studies) at which critical effects are observed. The NOAEL (No Observed Adverse Effect Level) has been historically used as the RP for animal studies. At present EFSA considers that the benchmark dose (BMD) approach is scientifically more advanced and should be preferred, when possible, over the NOAEL approach for deriving human (health-based) guidance values (EFSA Scientific Committee et al., 2017d).

Currently the NOAEL (no observed adverse effect level) and the LOAEL (lowest observed adverse effect level) are still the most frequently used RPs in the existing EFSA assessments. Both are derived from tested doses and selected in line with a statistical analysis. The NOAEL is the highest level of a test substance that does not cause any observed and statistically significant adverse effect compared with the controls. Similarly, the LOAEL is the lowest dose where there is a statistically significant adverse effect compared with the controls (OECD, 2014). The NOAEL and LOAEL are consecutive dose levels within a study and should be considered in combination. The effects observed at the LOAEL in the different studies, and the progression to adversity, are used for identifying critical effects associated to expected adverse effects in humans, and then the lowest relevant NOAEL is used as RP. If statistically significant effects are observed at the lowest tested dose, only a LOAEL can be identified, and under certain circumstances this LOAEL can be used as RP. In some cases, the consideration of adversity is not evident, and the study reports N/LOELs (no/lowest observed effect levels), those can be also used as RP under certain conditions.

Regarding the UF to be applied to the RP for establishing a HBGV, EFSA has adopted the standard approaches developed during the last decades by different bodies. In Its guidance on default values (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2012), EFSA proposed the default UF of 100, introduced in 1954 (Lehman and Fitzhugh, 1954) and adopted by JECFA in 1958; as well as the further division of UF into inter- and intra-species subfactors as proposed by WHO/IPCS (2005). The default value of 100 is composed by a
factor of 10 to account for interspecies differences and a factor of 10 for intraspecies (human interindividual) differences, and the two factors each consist of toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic subfactors of 4 and 2.5 for interspecies toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic differences, respectively; and 3.16 \( (10^{0.5}) \) each for human interindividual toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic differences. These and additional recommendations are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Default uncertainty factors proposed by EFSA to be considered when setting HBGVs from animal studies to humans (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of uncertainty</th>
<th>EFSA recommended default value</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Reference provided in (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-species toxicokinetic variation</td>
<td>4.0(^a)</td>
<td>Combined inter-species variation: 10</td>
<td>WHO/IPCS, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-species toxicodynamic variation</td>
<td>2.5(^a)</td>
<td>WHO/IPCS, 2005</td>
<td>WHO/IPCS, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human interindividual toxicokinetic variation</td>
<td>3.16(^a)</td>
<td>Combined human interindividual variation: 10</td>
<td>WHO/IPCS, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human interindividual toxicodynamic variation</td>
<td>3.16(^a)</td>
<td>WHO/IPCS, 2005</td>
<td>WHO/IPCS, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subchronic (90-day study) to chronic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>If similar parameters investigated as usually done in chronic studies</td>
<td>(European Chemicals Agency, 2010) (Zarn et al., 2011; Zarn et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subacute to chronic</td>
<td>Case by case</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAEL as replacement for NOAEL</td>
<td>Case by case</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of the effect</td>
<td>Case by case</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a): If relevant chemical-specific data on kinetics and/or dynamics are available, the relevant subfactor should be replaced by actual data.

Establishing a HBGV is not considered appropriate for substances with genotoxicity concerns. However, Chapter 8.1 of the SC Opinion on genotoxicity testing strategies (EFSA SC, 2011) describes some circumstances under which genotoxicity might occur only at doses resulting in saturation of detoxification pathways or in cases of substances that interact with molecular targets other than DNA (e.g. DNA polymerases, topoisomerase and spindle proteins). In such cases, provided robust data on the underlying mode of action are available and taking into account all other relevant information, establishing a HBGV might be possible.

3. Establishing ULs for nutrients

Nutrients may have adverse health effects if consumed in excessive amounts. HBGVs for nutrients are referred to as tolerable upper intake levels (UL). Guidelines for the development of ULs for vitamins and minerals were developed by the Scientific Committee on Food (SCF) in 2000 and subsequently applied by the NDA Panel (EFSA, 2006)(EFSA NDA Panel, 2012b)(EFSA NDA Panel, 2012a, 2018). The concept of UL also applies to other nutrients (NDA Panel, 2010)(EFSA, 2018)(EFSA NDA Panel, 2010b, 2012c).

The UL is not a recommended level of intake. It is an estimate of the highest level of intake which carries no appreciable risk of adverse health effects (SCF, 2000). Thus, it has a similar meaning to the ADI. To establish whether an exposed population is at risk requires a risk assessment to determine what
is the fraction (if any) of the population whose intake exceeds the UL and the magnitude and duration of the excessive intake. By definition, ULs are derived for the normal healthy population but excludes sub-populations with extreme and distinct vulnerabilities due to genetic predisposition or other considerations (SCF, 2000). Sub-populations needing special protection are better served through the use of public health screening, health care providers, product labelling, or other individualised strategies. The extent to which a sub-population becomes significant enough to be assumed to be representative of a general population is an area of judgement and of risk management and is considered for individual nutrients (SCF, 2000).

Committees in charge of setting ULs for nutrients used the classical risk assessment framework of chemical substances: identifying potential hazards associated with high intake of the nutrient, characterising those hazards on the basis of dose-response analyses, and establishing an UL, where possible (IOM, 1999; SCF, 2000; WHO, 2002; EVM, 2003; European Food Safety Authority, 2006; WHO, 2006; Institute of Medicine, 2007).

Nutrient risk assessment is associated with specific challenges in relation to: the nature of the available evidence; the interpretation of observed effects in the context of the normal physiology of the nutrient; and ultimately, the establishment of a HBGV at a level, which cannot be the same or less than the nutrient adequacy level. In other words: there can be adverse health effects resulting from intakes that are either too low or too high. The acceptable range of intake should prevent deficiencies and toxicities. Consequently, the following elements require special attention for the establishment of HBGVs for nutrients:

- Nutrients are essential for health, i.e. are required from the diet to satisfy nutritional needs and to maintain health.
- There is a long history of safe consumption of nutrients at the levels found in human diets; because nutrients are often subject to homeostatic regulation, which provides a measure of protection against excessive intakes.
- Data on adverse effects are available from studies in humans (in particular experimental studies in which the nutrient was used as dietary supplement or as drug, as well as case reports). On the other hand, human intervention studies are generally not designed for evaluating adverse effects or toxicities but rather to evaluate beneficial or metabolic effects of nutrients.
- For many nutrients experimental studies in animals aimed at detecting adverse effects are often not available.

These elements are not relevant for additives and other regulated products, unless there are also nutrients.

A methodology for establishing ULs for nutrients and related substances was proposed by IPCS (2002) and reviewed at a joint FAO/WHO workshop in 2005 (WHO, 2006). The report proposed a model for nutrient risk assessment highlighting the differences with the general assessment of chemicals that are non-nutrients. Accounting for uncertainties in the evidence base is an important step in establishing ULs. If available data allow, a quantitative adjustment for uncertainties may be applied to the value derived from the intake–response assessment. Generally, however, adjustments for uncertainty must make use of UF. The FAO/WHO model suggests the use of a single composite factor rather than applying individual UFs and advised uncertainty considerations to be checked against the level of recommended intake relative to biological essentiality or the levels of intake associated with the demonstrated impact on health.

ULs are derived for different life-stage groups using relevant data (SCF, 2000). For a specific life-stage group for which insufficient or no data is available, extrapolations may be made from the UL for other
groups on the basis of known differences in weight, body size, physiology or metabolism, absorption and excretion of a nutrient (SCF, 2000). For instance, values for specific groups may be established by extrapolating values for adults on the basis of body weight or relative energy expenditure, depending on the nutrient. In practice, the SCF and EFSA NDA Panel scaled down values for adults to children and adolescents for a number of vitamins and minerals, based on relative body weights (e.g. vitamin B6, folate, nicotinic acid, nicotinamide, molybdenum, copper, fluoride) or body weight cubed to account for difference in basal metabolic rate (e.g. vitamin A, vitamin E, iodine, zinc, calcium), using reference weights (EFSA, 2006).

4. Establishing ADIs for additives and pesticides

For food additives and pesticide residues, the long-term oral HBGV is expressed as the ADI. For short-term oral exposures to pesticide residues, the ADI may be complemented with an Acute Reference Dose (ARfD) as guidance for a maximum short-term ingestion during a single day or single meal. The regulatory framework and the specific considerations used by the EFSA Panels and units when setting the ADI are summarised below. Table 2 compares the different risk assessment steps for the assessment of nutrients with those for food additives and pesticide residues.

4.1 Food additives

Regulation (EC) No 1331/200819 of the European Parliament and Council establishing a common authorisation procedure for food additives, food enzymes and food flavourings lays down a common procedure for the assessment and authorisation of food additives, food enzymes and food flavourings in view of updating the Community lists of permitted substances defined in the relevant sectoral food laws.

The risk assessment process for food additives follows the standard 4 steps: hazard identification, hazard characterisation, exposure assessment and risk characterisation. For food additives, the HBGV is the ADI and is applicable for the general population, except for infants below 16 weeks of age. For compounds with (or presumed to have) a common mode of action, a group ADI may be set, which is applicable to the sum of the compounds in the group.

The data requirements for the risk assessment of food additives are described in the Guidance for submission for food additive evaluations (EFSA ANS Panel, 2012) as follows: “This guidance describes a tiered approach which balances data requirements against other considerations such as use and animal welfare. The tiered approach initially uses less complex tests to obtain hazard data; these are then evaluated to determine if they are sufficient for risk assessment or, if not, to design studies at higher tiers. The intention is that in developing their dossier, applicants will be able to more readily identify relevant data needs which will allow adequate assessment of risks to humans from the intended use whilst strengthening the scientific basis for the assessment. In addition, this approach takes into consideration animal welfare by adopting animal testing strategies in line with the 3 Rs (replacement, refinement, reduction). The Panel recommends that an integrated testing strategy, which may include alternative approaches, should be used to further support the risk assessment. The Panel has sought to provide an overall concept with clear information on a tiered approach for risk assessment. Using this tiered approach, a minimal dataset applicable to all compounds has been developed under Tier 1. Compounds which are systemically absorbed or for which toxic or genotoxic effects are found in Tier 1

will require Tier 2 testing to generate more extensive data. Tier 3 defines detailed testing for specific endpoints, for which Tier 2 testing results raised concerns, and is performed on a case-by-case basis. The guidance uses the term Margin of Safety (MoS) to represent the margin between the NOAEL or BMDL and the estimated exposure. It should be noted that according to EFSA harmonised terminology the margin between the NOAEL or BMDL and the estimated exposure should be named Margin of Exposure (MoE) instead of MoS.

This guidance is complemented by a statement on the conceptual framework for the risk assessment of certain food additives re-evaluation (EFSA ANS Panel, 2014) to facilitate the risk assessment process. An ADI is established for compounds for which thresholded mechanisms of toxicity can be reasonably expected based on the available data. Where the available data are limited, the application of the MoE approach can be considered.

During the evaluation of food additives, the EFSA Panels have already conducted several assessments for nutrients used as additives. The establishment of the HBGV in those cases has been adapted to each case and available information. For example, an ADI was established during the re-evaluation of carotenes (EFSA ANS Panel, 2012) and phosphates (EFSA FAF Panel, 2019a); while a risk characterisation based on lack of safety concern at the estimated exposure levels, without establishing a HBGV due to lack of data, was the approach used for Vitamin C (EFSA ANS Panel, 2015) and chlorides (EFSA FAF Panel, 2019b).

4.2 Pesticide active substances in Plant Protection Products

Regulation EC 1107/2009 concerning the placing of plant protection products on the market replaced Directive 91/414/EEC and is complemented with specific provisions on data requirements (Regulations EU 283/2013 and 284/2013). The use of the ADI as HBGV for pesticides was included in Directive 91/414/EEC and confirmed as a legally binding value in Regulation (EC) No 1107/2009, and is complemented with an ARfD for assessing acute (one meal or one day) exposures and an AOEL (and an acute-AOEL when relevant) for non-dietary exposures. The legislation also set a minimum UF (safety margin), at least 100, to be used when establishing a HBGV: "Where relevant, an ADI, AOEL and ARfD shall be established. When establishing such values an appropriate safety margin of at least 100 shall be ensured taking into account the type and severity of effects and the vulnerability of specific groups of the population. When the critical effect is judged of particular significance, such as developmental neurotoxic or immunotoxic effects, an increased margin of safety shall be considered, and applied if necessary" (Regulation (EC) No 1107/2009).

Following the evaluation of the submitted dossier by the Rapporteur Member State (RMS) and the peer review by EFSA, the proposed values are discussed by risk managers, included in the review report.

prepared by the European Commission, and following the risk managers agreement, become mandatory and included in the EU pesticides database\(^{23}\).

A specific guidance, defined as a working document of the European Commission services, for setting ARfDs has been prepared for pesticides in the EU context\(^{24}\), whereas no specific guidance for setting an ADI for pesticides at the European level is available, with the exception of the legal requirements for a UF of at least 100, and that data collected on humans shall not be used to lower the UF resulting from tests or studies on animals.

Based on these legal principles, the derivation of ADIs through the peer-review process in the EFSA Conclusions on Pesticides (EFSA Scientific Committee, 2012) is based on the standard default approach and a safety margin of 100 is applied to the selected RP.

The RP is usually the NOAEL for the critical effect observed in the animal studies. Although the use of the BMD approach for selecting the RP has been discussed and proposed as a scientifically-justified improvement (Chemicals Regulation Directorate and Safety Executive, 2013; European Food Safety Authority, 2014), it has not been used by EFSA in the regulatory assessments of pesticides yet, and the NOAEL, and alternatively the LOAEL with an additional safety factor, are still the RP currently used for pesticides.

The UF may be increased in case of incomplete datasets, uncertainties, or concerns related to the severity of the observed effects. This is in line with the international provisions in the area of pesticides (WHO, 2015). At the international level, there are no legal limitations for using human data for reducing the UF. JMPR also uses the standard justification for the default UF of 100 and the IPCS (IPCS, 2005) recommendation for subdividing the two 10-fold factors into toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic subfactors (WHO, 2015). There are also numerical recommendations for the “extra” UF to be used to account for the use of a LOAEL instead of a NOAEL, use the NOAEL from short-term toxicity studies in order to account for the short duration of the study and for covering deficiencies in the database.

According to a review conducted in 2013, in the EFSA assessments of pesticides the default value of 100 has been applied in 187 out of 213 (88%) cases; additional factors, ranging from 2 to 20, have been added, mostly related to the use of a LOAEL instead of a NOAEL or to the severity of the observed effects (Chemicals Regulation Directorate and Safety Executive, 2013). The review also indicated that for 128 compounds (57%) the original proposal by the RMS was in agreement with the final ADI value; and that for the other cases the changes were justified by the use of different RP or a different UF, in addition to the consideration of new data submitted during the EFSA procedure (Chemicals Regulation Directorate and Safety Executive, 2013).

A case of particular interest is copper, also used as pesticidal active substance, for which the ADI is based on human data for infants (adults: 0.2 mg Cu/kg bw per day and infants: 0.15 mg Cu/kg bw per day). The ADI is supported by animal data (90-day rat study) with a NOAEL of 16 mg Cu/kg bw per day (European Food Safety Authority et al., 2018). It should be noted that the EFSA Conclusion on copper used the term ADI as this is the term included in the sectorial legislation and in the EU pesticides database. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that as stated in the EFSA Peer Review Report “it was felt by the experts that the term ‘ADI’ was not fully adequate to copper as a micronutrient essential


for life; the term 'upper limit' used in the nutrient area would be more appropriate; therefore in the specific case of copper, the ADI is considered equivalent to an UL”.

In addition to the pesticide active substance, the EFSA assessments includes the evaluation of metabolites observed in food commodities of plant and animal origin. The first step is the identification of the metabolites that may be present in the different food commodities according to the intended uses and metabolisms studies. Then the assessment focused on whether the metabolites are of higher, equal or lower toxicity than the parent compound. The metabolic pathway of the parent and specific toxicity data for the metabolite, including genotoxicity, guide how the decision is taken. The conclusion that the metabolite is of equal or lower toxicity than the parent implies that HBGV values of the parent could apply to the metabolite for the consumer’s risk assessment. If the toxicological profile of the metabolite is qualitatively different from that of the parent or if the metabolite is quantitatively of higher toxicity than the parent, specific HBGVs should be established for the metabolite (European Food Safety Authority, 2016). Although not yet implemented as mandatory guidance in the regulatory context, EFSA has updated the scientific methodology for assessing the metabolism studies, deciding on further testing, and establishing the residue definition (EFSA PPR Panel, 2016).
Table 2. Comparison of the HBGV and consumer risk assessment frameworks applicable to nutrients, food additives and pesticides according to current sectoral guidance documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUTRIENT</th>
<th>FOOD ADDITIVES</th>
<th>PESTICIDES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCOPE OF THE RA</strong></td>
<td>Risk associated to the intake of the nutrient from all foods and drinks</td>
<td>Risk associated to the intake of the additive from its proposed uses and use levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERM USED FOR THE ORAL HBGV</strong></td>
<td>Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL)</td>
<td>Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEFINITION</strong></td>
<td>Maximum level of total chronic daily intake of a nutrient (from all sources) judged to be unlikely to pose a risk of adverse health effects to humans.</td>
<td>Estimate of the amount of a substance in food or drinking water that can be consumed daily over a lifetime without presenting an appreciable risk to health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXPRESSION</strong></td>
<td>Absolute daily amount (e.g. mg/day)</td>
<td>Daily amount per kg body weight (e.g. mg/kg bw per day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESTABLISHING HBGV AND APPROACH TAKEN IN CASE A HBGV CANNOT BE ESTABLISHED</strong></td>
<td>• A UL is established when an estimate of the threshold above which the risk of adverse effects may increase can be assumed based on the available data. • For nutrients for which there are no, or insufficient, data on which to base the establishment of a UL, an indication is given on the highest level of intake where there is reasonable confidence in data on the absence of adverse effects.</td>
<td>• An ADI is established for compounds for which a thresholded mechanism of toxicity can be reasonably expected based on the available data and a NOAEL/BMDL can be identified. • Where the available data show certain deficiencies, the application of margin of safety (MoS) approach can be considered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NUTRIENT

FOOD ADDITIVES

PESTICIDES

additional information for clarifying the genotoxicity potential.

TARGET POPULATION AND CONSIDERATION OF SUSCEPTIBLE GROUPS

Normal healthy population, divided into various life-stage groups to account for normally expected variability in sensitivity.

Excludes sub-populations with extreme and distinct vulnerabilities due to e.g. genetic predisposition or other considerations (e.g. certain disease states). Groups excluded are flagged in the risk characterisation for risk managers to take specific measures where appropriate.

General population; specific assessments may be conducted for infants below 16 weeks.

Susceptible groups covered by the HBGV case by case. Groups excluded are flagged in the risk characterisation for risk managers to take specific measures where appropriate.

TARGET POPULATION AND CONSIDERATION OF SUSCEPTIBLE GROUPS

Normal healthy population, divided into various life-stage groups to account for normally expected variability in sensitivity.

Excludes sub-populations with extreme and distinct vulnerabilities due to e.g. genetic predisposition or other considerations (e.g. certain disease states). Groups excluded are flagged in the risk characterisation for risk managers to take specific measures where appropriate.

General population; specific assessments may be conducted for infants below 16 weeks.

Susceptible groups covered by the HBGV case by case. Groups excluded are flagged in the risk characterisation for risk managers to take specific measures where appropriate.

REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS

The UL is not a regulatory limit; it is a value meant to support decision-making.

The maximum use levels for food additives are established taking into consideration that the intake of an additive from all its uses should not exceed its ADI.

The ADI/ARfD proposed by EFSA are discussed by risk managers. If agreed, they become mandatory and are published by EC.

EVIDENCE BASE

• History of safe consumption of nutrients at the levels found in human diets.
• Knowledge of chronic consumption (e.g. from dietary supplements) at levels significantly above those obtained from nutrients in food and drink.
• Data on adverse effects available from studies in humans (case reports, intervention studies in which the nutrient was used as dietary supplement or as drug)
  ➢ Human studies provide the most relevant data for hazard identification and, when they are of sufficient quality and extent, are given the largest weight.
  ➢ In the absence of appropriate human data, animal data may be used (animal species whose biological responses are most like those of humans or most sensitive animal species).
• Regulatory animal toxicity studies for new additives or new additives applications (tiered testing strategy)
  ➢ Animal data from different sources (e.g. regulatory studies, publications etc.)
  ➢ Animal data are typically used for hazard identification.
  ➢ If human studies available and provide the most relevant data for hazard identification and, when they are of sufficient quality and extent, are given the largest weight.
• ADME studies are warranted to describe the bioavailability of the substance, with a particular focus on the absorption and accumulation.
• For new food additives applications absorption and accumulation triggers the Tier 2/3 testing.
• ADME studies are warranted to describe the bioavailability of the substance, with a particular focus on the absorption and accumulation.
• For new food additives applications absorption and accumulation triggers the Tier 2/3 testing.

TOXICOKINETICS (ADME)

• Many nutrients are subject to homeostatic regulation of body content through adaptation of absorptive, excretory or metabolic processes; this can provide a measure of protection against exposures above usual intakes.
• There is a (lower) level of intake below which risk of deficiency conditions or sub-optimal functioning arises (nutritional requirement).
• ADME studies are warranted to describe the bioavailability of the substance, with a particular focus on the absorption and accumulation.
• For new food additives applications absorption and accumulation triggers the Tier 2/3 testing.
• ADME studies are warranted to describe the bioavailability of the substance, with a particular focus on the absorption and accumulation.
• For new food additives applications absorption and accumulation triggers the Tier 2/3 testing.

Regulatory GLP animal toxicity studies covering the active substance and if needed relevant metabolites

The review of scientific literature provided by the applicant in the dossier (mandatory requirement but not always covered at the levels required by the EFSA guidance)

Additional information provided during the Member State or EFSA process, including the public and expert consultations

Human data even if available cannot be used for increasing the ADI/ARfD according to the legislation

The dossier should contain sufficient information on metabolism in animals, plants and degradation products in the environment for the identification of relevant metabolites, those not covered by the active substances, and for setting the residue definitions applicable to plant and animal commodities
### Nutrient Bioavailability

- Bioavailability may depend on the chemical form of the nutrient; should be specified in deriving an UL, if appropriate.

### Food Additives

- New food additives: identification of adverse health effects through the toxicological animal studies required in Tier 1. Human studies are required only at Tier 3 level.
- Food additives re-evaluation: hazard identification through revision of available published data or data submitted by interested parties. Data submitted by interested parties are very sparse and generally only limited to toxicological animal studies.
- Animal models of diseases are not taken into consideration.

### Pesticides

- An extensive set of toxicological studies is mandatory and specifically mention in the regulatory framework (regulations on data requirements for active substances and for Plant Protection Products).
- The information is compared with the criteria for classification and labelling established under the CLP Regulation. The RMS is expected to submit a proposal for classification and labelling to ECHA.

### Hazard Identification

- Identification of adverse health effects based on a comprehensive review of all human, animal and in vitro evidence addressing the likelihood of a nutrient eliciting an adverse effect in humans.
- The hazard identification takes into account the nature of the observed effects, causality, relevance of experimental data, mechanisms and quality and completeness of the data base.
- Distinct and highly sensitive subpopulations identified on a case-by-case basis.
- New food additives: identification of adverse health effects through the toxicological animal studies required in Tier 1. Human studies are required only at Tier 3 level.
- Food additives re-evaluation: hazard identification through revision of available published data or data submitted by interested parties. Data submitted by interested parties are very sparse and generally only limited to toxicological animal studies.
- Animal models of diseases are not taken into consideration.

### Hazard Characterisation

- Dose-response assessment or identification of a NOAEL (or LOAEL) based on the most sensitive endpoint.
  - The NOAEL (or LOAEL) is used to establish an UL by application of uncertainty factors to account for uncertainties associated with extrapolating from the observed data to the general population.
  - The numerical UF levels can range from a value of 1 if adequate human data are available up to 100 or more if the safe intake has to be based on an animal study because of the inadequacy or lack of human data.
  - A unique aspect of nutrient risk assessment is that the UF selected cannot be so large that the UL is set at or below the intake required for maintenance and promotion of good health.
- Dose-response assessment for identification of a Reference Point or Reference Point (RP) (typically a NOAEL or a BMDL) based on the most sensitive endpoint.
- The RP is used to establish an ADI by application of uncertainty factors to account for toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic differences between individuals and species.
- When the available data show certain deficiencies, the application of MoS(b) approach can be considered.

### Exposure Assessment

- Evaluation of the distribution of usual (habitual) total daily nutrient intakes in the general population.
- Based on food composition and food consumption data with special consideration for the intake from fortified foods and dietary supplements.
- Dietary exposure to a food additive is determined by summing the intake of each food in which the food additive is intended to be used, on the basis of the use levels.
- Exposure estimates resulting from the proposed use levels or the maximum permitted levels for high level consumers.
- Brand-loyal and non brand-loyal scenarios are provided but only one scenario is selected for the risk assessment depending on the type of substance.

- Occurrence in plants, expected levels of residues in plant commodities is assessed through supervised field trials. Occurrence in animal commodities following the consumption of feed containing residues is assessed through agreed exposure models.
- Consumer exposure is quantified according to the Pesticides Residues Intake Model (PRIMo) developed by EFSA based on internationally agreed
### Risk Characterisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUTRIENT</th>
<th>FOOD ADDITIVES</th>
<th>PESTICIDES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Methodologies and covering different national and general diets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RISK CHARACTERISATION**

- Evaluation of the probability of an adverse health effect. The risk will depend on the fraction of the population exceeding the UL and the magnitude and duration of the intake above the UL.
- Scientific uncertainties associated with both the UL and the intake estimates are described.

- Evaluation of the probability of an adverse effect. The risk will depend on the fraction of the population exceeding the ADI.
- Scientific uncertainties associated with exposure estimates are described.

For the chronic assessment, the higher level of exposure (considering all crops with MRLs) should not exceed 100% of the ADI.

For the acute exposure, the higher level of exposure for each commodity should not exceed 100% of the ARfD.

---

(a): The extent to which a sub-population becomes significant enough to be assumed to be representative of a general population is an area of judgement and of risk management and is considered for individual nutrients.

(b): For additives the term MoS has been used as representation of the margin between the NOAEL or BMDL and the anticipated exposure (EFSA ANS Panel, 2012), however according to EFSA terminology this comparison should be named as Margin of Exposure (MoE).
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Abbreviations

3Rs: replacement, refinement, reduction
ADI: acceptable daily intake
AI: adequate intake
AOEL: acceptable operator exposure levels
AR: average requirement
ARfD: acute reference dose
AROI: acceptable range of oral intake
BMD: benchmark dose
BMDL: lower confidence limit of the benchmark dose
DRV(s): dietary reference value(s)
EC: European Commission
EU: European Union
FAF: EFSA Panel on Food Additives and Flavourings
FAO: Food and Agriculture Organization
FEEDAP: EFSA Panel on Additives and Products or Substances used in Animal Feed
HBGV(s): health-based guidance value(s)
IOM: US Institute of Medicine
IPCS: WHO International Programme on Chemical Safety
JECFA: Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives
LOAEL: lowest observed adverse effect level
MoE: margin of exposure
MoS: margin of safety (used for referring to the MoE in the EFSA ANS Panel 2012 guidance)
MRL(s): maximum residue level(s)
NDA: EFSA Panel on Nutrition, Novel Foods and Food Allergens
NOAEL: no observed adverse effect level
OECD: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
PoD: point of departure (used as equivalent to the RP in some jurisdictions)
PPP(s): plant protection product(s)
PRP(s): population reference intake(s)
RFD: oral reference dose (used as equivalent to the ADI in some jurisdictions)
RfL: reference level (used as equivalent to the HBGV in some jurisdictions)
RI: reference intake
RMS: rapporteur member state
RP: reference point
SC: Scientific Committee
SCF: Scientific Committee on Food
TDI: tolerable daily intake
UF: uncertainty factor
UL: tolerable upper intake level
US EPA: United States Environmental Protection Agency
US: United States
WHO: World Health Organization